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Broken Knowledge

It’s always been fascinating to me to consider the inherent diversity in knowledge. It exists
on its own and yet it exists in virtually everything. It’s a fact, literally, and it’s an attribute.
It’s embedded and it’s observable. It’s a simple thought and it’s something of great value.
It’s promoted and it’s rejected. It’s an amorphous concept and it’s a hard truth. What
other subject has this kind of diversity and importance in society?

Okay, so what does this have to do with Knowledge Management (KM)? Good question.
My premise here is actually quite straightforward. We understand and accept the diversity
that is inherent in ‘knowledge’ but we don’t always translate that diversity to Knowledge
Management. Consider with me once again the familiar story about the five blind men
describing the elephant: it’s like a snake; no, it’s like a tree trunk; no, It’s like a wall; no, it’s
like a boat sail; no, it’s like a rope. We accept the diversity of the message in this little story,
and we understand how one ‘thing’ can seem so different depending upon the context.

Okay, I get that, but let’s get to the heart of the message here about Knowledge
Management, can we? Right. Let’s think for a moment about light energy as a metaphor
for knowledge. Both are ever present and an inherent part of life. Both can exist in very
different incarnations in different contexts. Light Energy has been studied exhaustively and
as a result, we know all about refraction, reflection, transmission, absorption, scattering,
diffraction, etc, etc, etc. The path of a ray of light or wave of energy can be considered
"broken" when it is deflected or turned. Can we consider that the path of knowledge also
is ‘broken’ when it is used? Does it get reflected or refracted or diffused or transmitted or
absorbed or scattered? Yes, all of the above and more. Since knowledge entails such
widely varying processes and outcomes, how is it that we think that Knowledge
Management can be simplistically defined, and worse, that we can ‘standardize’ the
practices of KM?

And what does all this mean to the future, or not, of KM? KM is dead; no, KM is very much
alive; no, KM is really about innovation; no, KM is really embedded in technological
advancements; no, KM is about organizational learning and continuous improvement; no, …
I’ve always been a proponent of the concept of KM but only as a label for a broad spectrum
of philosophies, approaches, outcomes, and terms. The debates don’t rage as once they
did but I still see some of the old ideas and disagreements popping up every once in a while.
There is still no universal recognition for the diversity in knowledge and KM. Would these
same debates rage about light energy? Light Energy is dead; no, Light Energy is still alive;
no, Light Energy is really about living; no, Light Energy is really embedded in technological
advancements; no, Light Energy is about ecosystems and ecologies; no, … Why do we want
to narrowly define what is a broad and ubiquitous subject? Why do we like to pronounce a
specific future for something as diverse as knowledge? Knowledge is, and will always exist,
and I contend that KM will similarly, always exist, albeit it a variety of ways and outcomes.
Can it look different? Yes. Can it be called something different? Yes. Can the
incarnation be powerful and effective in whatever context it is employed? Yes.

My first contention is that the inherent diversity in knowledge, and a broad application of
knowledge (KM is the broad label I use), is its fundamental strength. There is only one
significant area of potential weakness and that is found in us as practitioners. Do we see
the bigger picture and the mosaic that KM is and can be? Do we partner with and engage
allies? Are we flexible in looking at the labels we use, as well as the approaches and tools?
I believe it is incumbent on us to promote a broad interpretation and shun attempts to
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define it in narrow and restrictive terms. KM is most effective when it is context-specific,
when the knowledge is ‘broken’ in line with the real need.

One of the greatest challenges we face as practitioners is in the dichotomy between
understanding how the whole is greater than the sum of the parts, and sharing and
explaining that knowledge with other practitioners in related fields and disciplines,
especially as it relates to specific contexts. So what are some of the other fields and
disciplines involved in and related to, KM in an organizational context? Feel free to add to
this short list:

 Information, Records and Document Management,
 Human Resource Management,
 Communications,
 Change Management and Organizational Development,
 Learning and Development,
 Information Technology,
 Psychology and sociology,
 Project Management,
 Science,
 Human Dynamics,
 Business Systems and Process Analysis,
 Library science, and last but certainly not least,
 (Organizational) Management.

My second contention is that KM is fundamentally a second-order discipline, not a primary
discipline. By that I mean the the principles and practices of the broad KM philosophy do
not truly exist as a unique, standalone discipline. It is at least as much a part of these other
disciplines as it is distinct, if not more so. This contention leads to a conclusion that strict
standardization and certification are necessarily flawed and inappropriate concepts for KM,
as they can too easily promote restrictively narrow thinking which is incongruous with the
philosophy of the broad KM.

As we all know, managing and working in a complex environment is much more challenging
the managing in a straightforward environment, and that goes to the heart of broken
knowledge.

What do you think?


